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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS  

 

 

1. Following the draft “Strategy for Ensuring the Independence and Integrity of the 

Justice Sector for 2020-2023” (“the Strategy”) which was assessed by CoE experts 

in October 2019,1 the Moldovan authorities have drafted the “Action Plan for the 

Implementation of the Strategy for Ensuring Independence and Integrity of the 

Justice Sector for 2020-2023” (AP). It has to be pointed out, that the present 

Strategy is almost the same as the previously assessed one: only very few minor 

formal adjustments have been introduced (some slight change in the translation, 

changing the order of Strategic Direction I and II, and changing “main areas of 

Intervention” to “Specific Objectives). This is the reason why, to avoid unnecessary 

reiterations, comments on the Strategy at this stage will be kept to a minimum, as 

most of the comments and recommendations made earlier by the CoE remain valid 

(and have not been yet taken on board). 

2. The starting point for the current reforms is that Republic of Moldova should  take 

effective measures to establish an independent judiciary, as a key element of the 

Rule of Law and to fight corruption effectively. In 2019, Parliament changed the 

leadership of the Security and Intelligence Service, while the Chief Prosecutor for 

combating organised crime resigned in July 2019. Present indicators related to 

corruption show how serious the problem is at present in the Republic of Moldova2, 

and what is even more important, that very little progress has been achieved in the 

last five years3. This needs to be underlined in the present context because the 

actions to be taken within the Justice sector require ensuring that progress is made 

towards a more independent judiciary. 

3. In December 2017, the review of implementation of the Justice Sector reform 

Strategy of the Republic of Moldova, prepared by the CoE, Directorate General 

Human Rights and Rule of Law (DGI),4 already expressed that in general, “the 

perception of the judges’ integrity and quality has not shown significant 

improvement” after the adoption of the actions envisaged to bring the justice sector 

in line with CoE standards, in terms of independence, efficiency and integrity (para. 

163).  

4. Very recently  the Secretary General of the CoE has confirmed that “The perception 

of corruption unfortunately remains high, including in respect of the judiciary” and 

“more broadly, the effectiveness of the anti-corruption framework should be 

strengthened and the independence and capacity of the main institutions in charge 

                                                      
 
1 CoE Preliminary Comments on the Justice Sector Development Strategy 2019-2022 in the Republic of 

Moldova, October 2019.  
2 According to Transparency International Corruption Perception Index, the Republic of Moldova appears at 

position 120 (out of 180), with the same score as Niger and Pakistan (32 points).  
3 Transparency International report states that the Republic of Moldova’s score has hardly changed in the last 

five years. 
4 CoE JSRS Assessment at https://crjm.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Moldova-JSRS_assessment.pdf 

This comprehensive assessment, which included also numerous detailed recommendations, was aimed, not only 

to take stock of the situation of the justice sector and its compliance with CoE standards, but also to provide 

guidance in the design of a future strategy and the AP. It is therefore surprising that it is not mentioned in these 

documents   
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of preventing and fighting corruption should be guaranteed”.5 This perception of 

serious corruption is also highlighted in the ICJ report of 2019.6  

5. The Fourth Round Evaluation Report of GRECO for the Republic of Moldova as 

regards “Corruption prevention in respect of members of parliament, judges and 

prosecutors” of 2016,7 begins by saying that “corruption represents one of the major 

issues in the Republic of Moldova” and recommends taking measures to ensure 

judicial Independence and avoid appointing and promoting judges representing 

integrity risks (para. 102). The compliance report of GRECO published on 24th July 

20198, showed that the Republic of Moldova had only partly implemented the 

recommendations set out by GRECO. The second compliance report of GRECO to 

be adopted at its 85th Plenary Meeting in 2020,9 while it acknowledges certain 

progress in the right direction and welcomes several legislative initiatives 

undertaken, still concludes that the recommendations that were identified as only 

partly implemented in the first Compliance Report, remain still as only partly 

complied with.10 

6. The need to amend the composition of the SCM to align with CoE standards has 

been a key recommendation for several years, in order to ensure that the body 

responsible under the Constitution for the self-governing of the judiciary can really 

fulfil its role as guarantor of judicial independence. However, the difficult process 

of amending the Constitution has delayed these changes.11 

7. Within this context the draft AP faces important challenges in implementing the 

goals set out in the draft Strategy. An AP is a necessary tool to program the 

activities of the different public bodies towards improving the efficiency, quality 

and independence of the justice system. Those principles have to be kept in mind 

when analysing every single action. It is not unusual that the national partners 

involved in the implementation of the planned measures, present the adoption of the 

justice sector strategies and APs, and perhaps some formal implementation 

                                                      
 
5 See the Statement by CoE Secretary General Marija Pejčinović Burić on judicial reform in the Republic of 

Moldova, of 22 January 2020, after a CoE experts delegation visited Chisnau on 20 and 21st January.Accessible 

at https://search.coe.int/directorate_of_communications/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectId=09000016809987ea 
6 See also “Only an empty Shell. The undelivered promise of an independent judiciary in Moldova. A mission 

report”, by the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ), of 2019, available at https://www.icj.org/wp-

content/uploads/2019/03/Moldova-Only-an-empty-shell-Publications-Reports-Mission-reports-2019-ENG.pdf 
7 Adopted at GRECO’s 72nd Plenary Meeting (1 July 2016) and made public on 5 July 2016, following 

authorisation by Moldova (GrecoEval4Rep(2016)6-rev).  
8 The Compliance Report GrecoRC4(2018)10, adopted at its 81st Plenary Meeting on 7 December 2018 

(published 24.12.209), (available at https://rm.coe.int/fourth-evaluation-round-corruption-prevention-in-respect-

of-members-of/168096812d), assesses the measures taken by the authorities of the Republic of Moldova to 

implement the recommendations set out in the Fourth Round Evaluation Report which was adopted at 

GRECO’s 72nd Plenary Meeting (1 July 2016) and made public on 5 July 2016, following authorisation by the 

Republic of Moldova (GrecoEval4Rep(2016)6-rev).  
9 GrecoRC$(2020)9_P3, of 26 March 2020, is at the moment a Draft Compliance Report, pending its formal 

adoption. 
10 Precisely Recommendations vii, viii, ix, x and xiii. More detailed references to this compliance report will be 

done later, where necessary. 
11 A short overview on the failed constitutional amendment process can be seen in the CDL-AD(2020)001, of 

20.3.2020, Joint Opinion of the VC and the Directorate General of Human Rights and the Rule of Law (DG I) of 

the CoE “On the Draft Law on amending and supplementing the Constitution with respect to the SCM”, paras. 6 

to 11. 

 

https://rm.coe.int/fourth-evaluation-round-corruption-prevention-in-respect-of-members-of/168096812d
https://rm.coe.int/fourth-evaluation-round-corruption-prevention-in-respect-of-members-of/168096812d
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measures, as an achievement in itself, even when there is no sign of improvement in 

terms of integrity and judicial independence.  

8. The objective of the present assessment is to provide support to the Moldovan 

authorities in their reform efforts by analysing the text of the draft AP (deriving 

from the draft Strategy) and pinpointing certain strengths and weaknesses and 

suggesting ways in which the AP may be improved so as to facilitate its 

implementation and the achievement of the Government’s objectives in the justice 

sector. The assessment will focus first on the general structure of the AP, its scope, 

comprehensiveness and structure (tasks, responsible authorities, timelines). No 

comment will be made as regards the budgetary provisions necessary to implement 

it as that information has not been provided by the authorities at the time of the 

assessment. Secondly, the specific actions foreseen to implement the Strategy in the 

three specific Strategic Directions I “Independence, Administration, Integrity and 

Accountability of Justice Sector Stakeholders”; II “Access to Justice, Quality and 

Transparency of Justice Delivery”; and III “An Efficient and Modern Justice 

Sector” will be assessed. 

9. The assessment has been prepared by Prof. Dr. Lorena Bachmaier and Prof. Dr. 

Diana Kovatcheva and is based primarily on desk research by the experts. As was 

already explained with regard to the text of the draft Strategy,12 the consultants 

examine the AP mainly from a formal point of view, checking whether the structure 

is consistent, the actions described relevant and coherent with the Strategic 

Directions. The experts are not able to evaluate whether the timeframe for certain 

actions is well calculated or whether some priorities should be reconsidered. 

Despite having been involved in previous assessments on the reforms needed in the 

Republic of Moldova to modernise and improve the justice sector towards greater 

independence, impartiality and efficiency, more detailed information would be 

necessary to make a fully accurate and precise evaluation of a document like this. 

The experts are ready to undertake further analytical input and would welcome the 

opportunity to discuss all the matters covered in the draft Strategy and the draft AP 

directly with the authorities.  

10. The experts worked on the basis of the English translation of the AP provided by 

the MoJ of the Republic of Moldova.  

 

GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE AP 

Elaboration of the AP 

11. There is no reference in the draft AP, nor in the draft Strategy, to a needs 

assessment. This shortcoming was already pointed out in the assessment of the 

previous draft Strategy in October 2019, where it was stated that “within the 

Strategy it should be described how the needs assessment was undertaken, what was 

the process for identifying priorities within the Strategy, and more important, what 

is the actual implementation of the legal reforms undertaken within the previous 

Strategy. Such information is lacking in the present Strategy”.  

                                                      
 
12 See CoE Preliminary Comments on the Justice Sector Development Strategy 2019-2022 in the Republic of 

Moldova, October 2019, paras. 3 and 4. 
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12. As this has not been corrected in the present draft Strategy (which, as was already 

mentioned is almost identical to the one assessed in October 2019), this flaw is 

reflected also in the draft AP: lacking a comprehensive needs assessment or, if it 

was carried out, not explaining how it was done, and what were the precise 

outcomes and findings, makes it impossible to analyse the adequacy of the 

directions, objectives and actions included in the draft AP. This is a major flaw that 

—as was previously indicated– should be corrected. 

13. The MoJ should carry out a needs assessment for the justice sector on the basis of 

the sources and materials already available to them, in particular the Opinion of the 

VC on the draft Constitutional Amendments,13 the Opinion of the VC on the draft 

Law on amending the Law on the SCM,14 and the upcoming compliance report of 

GRECO as part of its 4th Evaluation Round. The CoE Assessment of the JSRS of 5 

December 2017 and the many recommendations included there should also be taken 

into account, in so far as they remain applicable. 

 

14. Transparency and openness of policy decisions as well as any legislative processes 

are crucial in any democratic system under the rule of law. Public consultation with 

the relevant stakeholders, in its diverse forms, is a formal process which public 

authorities use to seek information and views from individuals and organizations on 

an existing or proposed policy, law or decision.  

15. Especially when reforms and actions will affect one of the main players in ensuring 

compliance with the rule of law, which is the judiciary, such consultations are even 

more relevant to take stock of the real needs, and also to be provided with feedback 

to eventually correct directions, or set priorities. Such a process is a two-way 

communication, which implies an active effort on the part of the authorities to reach 

out to, and engage with, all potentially affected parties. Public consultation is also 

an important tool for ensuring that a new Strategy for the Justice sector is effective 

in achieving its goals and fully compliant with human rights obligations.15  

16. If this is not done in the elaboration of any needs assessment for the elaboration of 

major policy reforms documents, they cannot be adequately assessed, but even 

worse, they will suffer from a deficit of transparency and may also lack legitimacy. 

 

                                                      
 
13  
14 The final Opinion is expected to be published soon. At the moment, the CDL-PI(2020)001, Urgent Joint 

Opinion of the VC and the Directorate General of Human Rights and the Rule of Law (DG I) of the CoE “On 

the Draft Law on amending the Law No. 947/1996 on  the SCM”, Strasbourg, 22 January 2020, should be taken 

into account. 
15 Guidelines for civil participation in political decision making (adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 27 

September 2017), available at https://rm.coe.int/guidelines-for-civil- participation-in-political-decision-making-

en/16807626cf.  

European Commission, Better regulation guidelines – Stakeholder consultations, available at 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/ les/better-regulation-guidelines-stakeholder- consultation.pdf  

OECD, Background Document on Public Consultations, available at https://www.oecd.org/ 

mena/governance/36785341.pdf; Citizens as Partners: OECD Handbook on Information, Consultation and 

Public Participation in Policy-Making, available at https://www. internationalbudget.org/wp-

content/uploads/Citizens-as-Partners-OECD-Handbook.pdf.  
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Recommendations:  

1) Include in the draft Strategy and in the explanation of the draft AP the precise 

needs assessment carried out that would underpin the whole Strategy and thus 

justify the content and actions set out in the AP.  

2) Include specific reference to the consultations carried out. 

3) If none of those activities has been done, elaborate a needs assessment on the 

basis of the existing documents, mainly those indicated above. Such a needs 

assessment should provide a simple overview of the current shortcomings. It should 

constitute the baseline for the reforms, so that it reflects the precise information that 

has been used for identifying priorities, specific objectives and actions. 

4) Undertake a consultation process involving the relevant stakeholders actively in 

the elaboration of the AP and seeking to integrate their views in it.  

 

Structure of the AP 

17. The draft AP is a comprehensive and well-structured and well-drafted document 

with an impressive level of detail. In general, the breakdown and structure of the 

draft AP is in line with the formal standards for the drafting of such documents, 

which frequently include strategic directions, objectives, strategic objectives, a 

detailed list of activities or actions, the responsible institutions, the timetable and 

the output indicators. Such a level of precision is to be welcomed, and if 

implemented would entail great progress. However, being structured in so many 

layers, some of them even overlapping, adds complexity to the document and will 

not aid in its implementation and oversight. Reducing its complexity and being 

clearer with regard to concepts could improve the draft AP.  

18. Within the general objectives, the document defines what are the expected results to 

be achieved by the carrying out the actions. This may be somewhat confusing, and 

it appears that the present draft AP occasionally mixes what are expected results and 

outputs or activities. Within each “Specific objective” it describes the actions to be 

carried out in a detailed manner, the timeline for carrying out such actions, the 

output indicators, the institutions responsible for carrying out the defined actions, 

and a final table to include the budgetary provision. It would be advisable to change 

the “Specific Objectives” to “Expected results”. There are also certain overlaps 

between the current “Specific Objectives” and “Actions”, which should be avoided. 

The AP in several areas includes as “Outputs” what are rather milestones.  

19. When identifying the “responsible institution”, the draft AP does not identify the 

precise service/unit that will be entrusted with the implementation of the actions, 

but refers generally to the MoJ, and that the MoJ can decide anytime which unit will 

be responsible, depending of the staff and workload. This flexibility may be positive 

to readapt the staff or reallocate resources to certain bodies within the Ministry. 

However, it does not provide clarity and ownership, and there is a risk that 

responsibilities may be blurred. 

20. Many actions consist in “analysing” or carrying out a study (e.g., 1.1.2. c); 1.1.3 a); 

1.2.1 a) and b), and g)), which does not seem to be appropriate for achieving the 

expected results. Of course, every action needs to analyse the situation before 
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proceeding to implementation, although it should be expected that the needs 

assessment was undertaken prior to drafting the Strategy and the AP, as has been 

mentioned above. The analysis, in principle, should not be seen as an action but a 

prior requisite for carrying out the action.  

21. The draft AP foresees several legislative amendments, some of them conditional on 

the results of previous studies to determine the need for such legal reforms. It is 

recommended that the laws to be amended are identified, and to avoid as much as 

possible general references in the AP to the formula “amend the legal framework” 

or “amend the regulatory framework”. In addition, the output indicator is defined on 

many occasions by referring to such legal amendment “when appropriate”. This is 

not usual in Actions Plans, as it just shows undetermined actions and thus unclear 

results. It gives the impression that the authorities consider the AP as a listing of 

areas to study and then to decide what to do. Such an approach makes it very 

difficult to find a connection between the “expected result” and the actions to be 

taken to achieve them. Furthermore, no study, without concrete steps of 

implementation, can amount to the full accomplishment of the AP. This also makes 

it difficult to evaluate any progress in the implementation of the Strategy which is 

aimed at achieving effective changes in the justice sector. 

Recommendations: 

1) Reduce the complexity of the structure by eliminating at least one layer. 

2) The AP should reflect clearly what is the change to be achieved – expected 

results– and the actions to take to achieve them through the outputs, and the 

interim steps, which once completed, will mark the progress made.  

3) Change the “Specific Objectives” to “Expected results”.  

4)  Avoid certain overlaps between the current “Specific Objectives” and 

“Actions”. 

5) Where possible, introduce more precision in the identification of the institution 

responsible for the implementation of the relevant action, and avoid general 

references to the MoJ. 

6) Revise the actions described as “undertaking an analysis” as they are not 

proper actions leading to the accomplishment of an objective.  

7) Redraft “Outputs”, as they are more milestones. 

Funding and monitoring 

22. As has been mentioned above, the AP does not provide for an estimation of the 

costs of the activities. The costing exercise is usually made together with the 

development of the relevant strategic document and the AP supporting its 

implementation. The estimation of the costs and financing sources for each of the 

activities included in the AP is extremely important because the lack of sufficient 

funding will jeopardise the implementation of even the best-planned AP.  

23. This is why it is recommended to provide information, in the AP, about the 

estimated costs of each of the activities prior to its adoption and to indicate whether 

this funding is secured and by whom (state budget, international funding through 
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programmes, projects, etc.). A diversity of sources of funding of the AP activities 

could be foreseen so to ensure the final implementation of the action.  

24. The AP involves a number of activities which require the drafting of indicators to 

measure the performance of the judiciary and then the drafting of an analysis based 

on them (for example, activities of 2.2.3: periodic analysis of the effective workload 

of judges and prosecutors, develop standards to measure the efficiency of court 

activity based on the judicial performance indicators or activities of 2.3.1, establish 

criteria for quality and coherence of court judgments).  

25. With a view to a better implementation of such activities, it could be considered to 

involve civil society organisations in the process of drafting analyses and indicators 

for the performance of the judges and prosecutors in order to take account of their 

opinion as well. The NGOs which monitor the performance of the judiciary and 

draft reports on its performance have significant expertise which could be useful to 

support the work of the MoJ and the SCM. The AP could provide for concrete 

measures of consultation with civil society organisations and their involvement in 

relevant activities. The actual assessments of the outputs and performance of judges 

would of course be done by the institutions whose role  this is under the law and the 

Constitution.  

26. The AP is developed for a period of four years (2020-2023) which is in line with the 

timespan of the Strategy for reform of the judiciary. However, in order to evaluate 

the progress in the implementation of the AP, it would be good to either have short-

term APs (12 months each) or to evaluate the long-term AP at the end of each year 

in order to regularly measure progress. 

27. This approach is especially good for the implementation of strategic documents that 

envisage broad-scale and in-depth reforms in many different fields. In view of this, 

it would be good if the AP provides for a process of evaluation after each 12 month-

period of its application. This would help the MoJ to assess whether the actions are 

implemented in a satisfactory way or at all, and whether they are implemented on 

time. This approach would give the MoJ the possibility to do a fine-tuning process 

and, if necessary, to amend the AP for the next 12 months through the extension of 

deadlines and the provision of measures and activities that have not been 

implemented in the previous period. This approach would help avoid dramatic 

delays or failures in the implementation of the AP and the Strategy.  

Recommendations:  

1) The estimation of the costs and financing sources for each of the activities should 

be included in the AP. 

2) To prepare a monitoring and evaluation plan of the AP before its actual 

implementation and to follow it during the whole period of the implementation of 

the AP. 

3) To consider including the involvement of NGO experts in the field. 
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OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT AP 

 

Strategic direction I.  INDEPENDENCE, ADMINISTRATION, INTEGRITY AND 

ACCOUNTABILITY OF JUSTICE SECTOR STAKEHOLDERS  

Objective 1.1. Strengthening the independence and administration of the Judiciary and 

the Prosecutor’s office 

Expected result: 

1. Strengthened independence of the Judiciary and the Prosecutor’s Office and of 

their governing bodies (SCM and SCP) consolidated; 

2. Reinforced mechanisms for accountability and integrity of justice sector 

stakeholders; 

3. Improved efficiency of court activities and of prosecution offices; 

4. Reinforced institutional capabilities of judicial administration authorities and of 

prosecution offices. 

 

1.1.1.  Increase the independence of the justice system 

and 

1.1.2   Strengthen the capabilities of the SCM 

28. There is pressing need to improve the situation regarding judicial independence. 

This has been clearly identified in the draft Strategy for the Justice Sector. In 2019, 

the SCM suspended several judges from senior functions due to concerns about 

their integrity. Further points of concern identified by the EU are: a prevalent 

mentality of excessive hierarchy and a culture of obedience and deference to the 

SCM and the Supreme Court; the risk that judges be subjected to criminal 

investigation for ‘unlawful judicial acts’;16 “non-transparent decisions by the SCM 

on the selection, appointment, career, evaluation, dismissal and investigation of 

judges; a five-year initial appointment period for judges, affecting judicial 

independence and impartiality; the lack of a comprehensive Justice Sector Reform 

Strategy since 2017; and the excessive use of closed hearing procedures in high-

profile cases of public interest.”17 

29. The specific actions foreseen to strengthen the independence of the justice system 

under 1.1.1 (Increase the independence of the justice system) and 1.1.2 (Strengthen 

the capabilities of the SCM and its subordinated bodies) are: to reform the 

provisions of the Constitution on appointment of judges, Supreme Court judges and 

presidents of courts; and reform the constitutional provisions on the composition 

and mandate of the SCM. Further, to amend the law on the judiciary accordingly. 

                                                      
 
16 See, for example, Annual report on political rights and civil liberties in 2019, Freedom in the World 2020, by 

Freedom House published on 4th March 2020: Moldova’s judicial system is susceptible to political pressures 

that hamper its independence, and judicial appointment processes lack transparency. The report is available at 

https://www.ecoi.net/en/countries/republic-of-moldova/ 
17 See EU Commission Joint Staff Working Document “Association Implementation Report on Moldova”, 

Brussels, 11.9.2019 SWD(2019) 325 final, p.7. 
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30.  The constitutional reform is planned in the draft AP to be adopted within 2020, as 

was also foreseen in the previous JSRS. The Annual Report on the Implementation 

of the Justice Sector Reform Strategy for 2016 stated that “a new article 121/1 will 

be added to the Constitution, which will expressly regulate that the SCM is the 

guarantor of the independence of the judicial authority. It will specify that 

representatives of the civil society with experience in law shall be members of the 

SCM, and not only Law PhD professors as it is legally provided now in Article 122 

of the Constitution. The General Prosecutor and the president of the Supreme Court 

of Justice shall be removed as members-in-office of the SCM and the key part of 

SCM members will be constituted from judges. Membership in the SCM will be 

extended from 4 to 6 years, without the possibility of holding two consecutive 

terms.” 

31. The Moldovan Government submitted to Parliament a draft law amending the 

Constitution in January 2018, including its Article 116 (2) on the five-year initial 

appointment period.18 The draft law provided for life tenure for judges and for 

abolishing the five-year probation period.19 The draft law was not adopted by 

Parliament within the timeframe provided by the Constitution of Moldova of one 

year (Art. 143.2), and thus, the draft became void. The Moldovan Government 

decided to re-launch the draft law amending the Constitution in December 2019, 

with similar provisions as the draft law of 2018. Reportedly, the draft law has been 

supported by the Constitutional Court and has been submitted to Parliament. On 20 

March 2020, the VC issued the Joint Opinion assessing this draft law on 

constitutional amendments relating to the SCM.20 

32. The draft amendments to the Constitution provide for a reviewed composition of the 

SCM, excluding the Minister of Justice and the Prosecutor General from the SCM21. 

The procedure and requisites for electing the members of the SCM is left for the law 

to determine. The number of members of the SCM and the way the non-judge 

members are to be selected is not foreseen to be regulated at the constitutional level, 

something which is criticised in the Opinion of the VC of 20 March 2020 (paras. 50 

and 51). 

33. In its 2018 Compliance report, GRECO welcomed the 2018 draft law for amending 

the Constitution (judiciary); however, as has been mentioned those draft 

amendments remained to be considered by Parliament and this is why the GRECO 

Compliance report of 2018 determined that the first part of the recommendation IX 

could only considered partly implemented. The draft Second Compliance Report of 

GRECO, of March 2020, for the same reasons considers that its recommendation 

IX, with the constitutional reform still pending, is only partly implemented. 

                                                      
 
18 Draft Law no. 10/2018 registered with the Parliament on 18 January 2018 on amending and supplementing 

the Constitution of the Republic of Moldova.  
19 See CDL-AD(2018)003, Opinion of the VC “On the law on amending and supplementing the Constitution 

(Judiciary)”, adopted by the VC at its 114th Plenary Session (Venice, 16-17 March 2018) 
20 CDL-AD(2020)001, of 20.3.2020, Joint Opinion of the VC and the Directorate General of Human Rights and 

the Rule of Law (DG I) of the CoE “On the Draft Law on amending and supplementing the Constitution with 

respect to the SCM” 
21 See CDL-AD(2020)001, of 20.3.2020, para.44, as was also required by the GRECO report Recommendation 

VII of GRECO’s Fourth Evaluation Round deals with “Corruption prevention in respect of members of 

parliament, judges and prosecutors”. 
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34. Pending the constitutional reform, however, on 20 December 2019, a new Law on 

the SCM was adopted, increasing the number of members of the SCM from twelve 

to fifteen.22 The draft law amending the Law on the SCM was assessed by the VC in 

its Opinion of January 202023, although the Parliament did not wait for this 

assessment to adopt the law24. The authorities justified the urgency in adopting the 

legislative reform, although the constitutional reform was pending, with the “need 

to restore the trust of the public and of the judges in the SCM”.25 

35. While the law on the SCM adopted in December provided for a broad definition of 

non-judge members not politically affiliated, the VC in its Opinion of 20 March 

2020 has expressed its concerns as to the way the last four lay members of the SCM 

have been elected (para. 59). 

36. Most of the draft AP actions related to judicial independence depend on 

constitutional reform. An unfortunate effect of this is that if the Constitutional 

reform is not completed, the actions aimed at improving the judicial independence 

and independence of the judicial self-governing bodies but depending on 

constitutional reform, cannot be achieved as envisaged. However, much could still 

be done in fields such as judicial discipline, the selection of judges based on merit 

and quality, creating effective an integrity assessment of new judges and members 

of the SCM, to name the main ones. These objectives could very well be included in 

the AP. Indeed, as the GRECO draft compliance report notes, the government has 

decided to move away from the idea of large-scale evaluations of judges in order to 

rely on existing tools allowing for actions aimed at strengthening the independence 

and integrity of judges.   

37. Currently the other AP actions that are not dependent on the constitutional reform 

deal with the carrying out of studies and analysis. The Output indicator would be: 

“Analysis conducted” (1.1.2 c) or “Study conducted” (1.1.2 c) and propose 

legislative amendments “when appropriate”. To define an action by stating that a 

study will be carried out seems less than ambitious. The elaboration of a study is a 

pre-requisite for taking measures but should not be an objective in itself. It is 

difficult to see at this point how the actions described would aid in achieving the 

expected results. The indicator is also very general: carrying out the study would be 

an output indicator, but in our view, it is still unrelated to the actual expected result. 

38. Summing up, the actions under 1.1.1 and 1.1.2, which are the ones specifically 

aimed at improving judicial independence, are either too dependent on 

constitutional reform or lack adequacy to achieve the expected results. Rather, the 

                                                      
 
22 The VC Opinion of 14 October 2019 mentions that during the Commission’s meetings many stakeholders 

expressed “low or lack of trust in the SCM, in order to justify the procedure, set forth by the draft law which 

confers the power to give final decisions to the Evaluation Committee but not to the Superior Council” 

(para.68), solution that the VC assessed as contrary to the Constitution. See CDL-AD(2019)020 Interim Joint 

Opinion of the VC and the Directorate General of Human Rights and the Rule of Law (DG I) of the CoE  “On 

the Draft law on the reform of the Supreme Court of Justice and the Prosecutor’s Office”, Strasbourg, 14 

October 2019.  
23 CDL-PI(2020)001, Urgent Joint Opinion of the VC and the Directorate General of Human Rights and the 

Rule of Law (DG I) of the CoE “On the Draft Law on amending the Law No. 947/1996 On the SCM”, 

Strasbourg, 22 January 2020.  
24 Law 947/1996 on SCM, of 20 December 2019. 
25 CDL-AD(2020)001, of 20.3.2020, para. 57. 
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experts recommend that the AP include action on revising the legal framework and 

implementation on the rules on disciplinary liability of judges; improve the 

objectivity in the selection and promotion of judges, to ensure that it is based on 

merit and quality; provide for an effective integrity assessment of new judges and 

members of the SCM. 

Recommendations: 

1) Provide for actions that are not dependent on the constitutional reform, to 

prevent that the whole part of the draft AP devoted to strengthening the 

independence of the judges (1.1.1.), remains impossible to accomplish, if the 

majority necessary to amend the constitution is not achieved.  

2) Define precise legislative reforms that are not dependent on the constitutional 

reform, as for example, with regard to judicial discipline, safeguards to be adopted 

in the selection of non-judge members of the SCM, and the selection of court 

presidents. 

3) Monitor the SCMs practices and the implementation of the disciplinary liability 

proceedings, which should include the publications of its results, so as to make 

oversight of its functioning effective. 

 

1.1.3 Ensure courts with the necessary number of judges and auxiliary staff 

39. Under this specific objective the draft AP foresees to monitor the caseload of courts 

and the efficiency of the reserve judge’s institution _–which is the system provided 

under Art. 21 “Organizational issues” of the Law on the Organization of the 

Judiciary to fill vacancies and finance the return of a judge to his/her original post, 

even if there is no vacancy, through a so-called reserve-fund. It seems this is a 

special budgetary provision, to allow more mobility of the judges to move to 

another court which is understaffed or is suffering a situation of excessive 

workload. Based on the studies to be done, the objective is to provide the courts 

with adequate staffing. The objective seems to be the same as the action: increase 

the number of judicial assistants. The expected result could rather be : monitoring of 

the caseload. On the other hand, if there is a need to identify if the courts are 

adequately staffed, it is not clear if the study of the caseload and human resources is 

programmed to be started in 2021 and not already in 2020. 

Recommendations: 

1) Redraft Action 1.1.3 a): the action is to provide a more efficient mobility among 

courts to be able to respond to specific needs in certain courts. 

2) Redraft output indicator of Action 1.1.3 b) “Incremental increase of the number 

of judicial assistants”, which is identical to the action to be carried out. The 

objective of this action is not clear. 

 

1.1.4 Merge the ways to access to the position of judge 

40. This specific objective was already set out in the previous AP under “Intervention 

area 1.3.4. Unifying the system of facilitating the access to the profession of judge”. 
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When the experts assessed the level of implementation of the strategy of the justice 

sector in 2017,26 they recommended that access to the position of a judge should be 

primarily through the NIJ. The amended Law on the NIJ27 stipulates that the single 

entry point to the judiciary should take place through the competitive system 

organised by the NIJ. Nevertheless, the implementation of this law required a 

lengthy transitional period, in order not to harm the interests of the judicial 

assistants who also had a right to enter into the judiciary by way of practice and 

promotion. The recommendation set out in December 2017 by the CoE experts was: 

“It is commended to continue the implementation towards a single-entry point into 

the judiciary, ensuring that the admission of candidates to the NIJ is absolutely 

objective and merit based, and that the education process achieves to meet high 

standards of quality, professionalism, and objectivity. The system should ensure that 

the posts at the NIJ match to the expected vacancies within the judiciary. If an 

intelligence screening is considered needed in this context, it should be done before 

admission of a candidate to the NIJ. Those results should be checked externally, to 

avoid discretionary decisions and risks of abuses of power.” 

41. In accordance with this recommendation, and implementing the transitional rules of 

the Law, this specific objective seems to be fully adequate. The reasons why legal 

reforms are still needed to fully implement the rules on a single entry point to the 

judiciary, is not clear. It is to be welcomed that this reform is scheduled to be 

adopted in 2020. 

42. However, the action foreseen to “Merge the ways to access the position of judge” 

(1.1.4), does not correspond to such a specific objective, as it reads: “Amend the 

legal framework in view of merging the criteria for accessing the position of judge 

and prosecutor.” This is inconsistent.  

Recommendations: 

1) Redraft Action under 1.1.4. a) as it appears not to be linked to the specific 

objective. 

2) The output indicator is identified with a legislative reform, while it has to be 

recalled that the merging of the access to the position of judge in one single entry 

point, requires an adequate transitional framework.  

 

1.1.5. Strengthen capabilities of the SCP 

43. While the specific objective with regard to the amendments of the SCM is described 

in the draft AP in a very general way (see under 1.1.2. b) above), the planned 

reform of the SCP is defined in a very detailed way, setting out the precise aspects 

that should be amended. Those amendments/actions seem to seek greater 

autonomy/functional independence for the prosecutors, which is to be welcomed. 

The amendment to the Constitution of 29 November 2016, introduced a new Art. 

125 on the SCP.  

                                                      
 
26 CoE JSRS Assessment of 5 December 2017, para. 110,  available at https://crjm.org/wp-

content/uploads/2018/02/Moldova-JSRS_assessment.pdf 
27http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=366174 

http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=366174
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44. This article specifies that the SCP is “the guarantor of independence and 

impartiality of prosecutors”, is “composed of prosecutors elected from the 

prosecutor’s offices of all levels and of representatives of other authorities, public 

institutions or civil society” and “ensures appointment, transfer, promotion in 

position and disciplinary measures regarding prosecutors”. Such reform was 

required to provide effective functional independence to the members of the 

prosecution service. The SCP has been functioning since January 2018. The 

GRECO compliance report of 7 December 2018 stated that the recommendation 

“about ensuring that the composition of the SCP provides for objectivity, 

impartiality and transparency” (para. 92), had not been implemented yet.28 The draft 

compliance report of GRECO of March 202029 (para. 93) still states that the 

recommendation XV30 remains only partly implemented. 

45. GRECO’s Recommendation XVIII also states that additional measures must be 

taken in order to strengthen the objectivity, efficiency and transparency of the legal 

and operational framework for the disciplinary liability of prosecutors, has not been 

implemented31. The draft compliance report of GRECO still states that this 

recommendation has not been implemented (para. 107)32 

46. The reforms planned in the AP seem to continue in the direction of ensuring 

functional independence and complying with the GRECO recommendations, which 

is to be welcomed. The output would be the adoption of the described legal 

amendments. These actions seem appropriate and given that they aim to align the 

structure of the prosecution office with European standards, they should be praised. 

These actions are planned to be implemented by the end of 2020. 

47. The final action under this point 1.1.5. d) provides for the monitoring of the 

functioning of the SCP and its Boards. It is to be understood that such monitoring 

should be an evaluation of the implementation of the said reform, as it is scheduled 

for the end of 2022, which seems appropriate. 

 

Objective 1.2. Strengthen self-governance, independence and responsibility of justice 

related professions 

Expected result: 

1. Unified organisational criteria for justice related professions; 

2. Established mechanisms to ensure the independence of the representatives of justice 

related professions; 

3. Improved system of taxation and social safeguards; 

4. Revised/regulated tariffs for delivered services. 

 

                                                      
 
28 Compliance Report GrecoRC4(2018)10. 
29 GRECO(2020)9_P3, of 26 March 2020 
30 GRECO recommended that appropriate measures be taken to ensure that the composition and operation of the 

SCP be subject to appropriate guarantees of objectivity, impartiality and transparency, including by abolishing 

the ex officio participation of the Minister of Justice and the President of the SCM.  
31 See paragraphs 104 -107 of the GRECO’s Fourth Evaluation Round on “Corruption prevention in respect of 

members of parliament, judges and prosecutors”. 
32 GrecoRC(2020)9_P3, of 26 March 2020 
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1.2.1. Merge a series of organizational aspects for justice related professions 

48. The actions to be carried out under objective 1.2. deal with certain justice sector 

professions. Those specifically mentioned are mediators, bailiffs, notaries, and 

forensic experts (in the next objective other legal professions, groups such as 

translators or insolvency administrators, are also mentioned). Under actions a), b) 

and g) the described activity deals with the “preparation of an analysis” and the 

output indicator is the production of such a study. The comments made above about 

these types of actions being too vaguely formulated and apparently being unrelated 

to the results expected, apply equally here. It should be reconsidered whether the 

aim of including the rules for the different professions in one single legislative piece 

is appropriate, taking into account that most of them are liberal professions, have 

diverse features and pursue different interests. 

49. The analysis of the legal framework of all these professions – which is a pre-

requisite for carrying out any action– is however planned for 2022. This indicates 

that strengthening the independence and quality of these services is not seen as a 

priority, and that the AP would be complied with by preparing such a study, 

something which the experts regret. 

50. Some output indicators are not relevant. For example, under e) the action is defined 

as “develop a methodological paper for merging bailiff practices”, and the output 

indicator is that such guidelines are elaborated (“comments on the enforcement code 

developed”). The same applies to action f) “develop quality standards for notary 

services”, which would not start before 2022, and the responsible authority is 

exclusively the Notary Chamber. 

51. With regard to action g), “methodology for forensic/judicial expertise”, the 

information on the output indicator and responsible authority are missing. 

Recommendation: 

Reconsider the specific objective 1.2.1. as a whole. 

 

1.2.2. Strengthen mechanisms for access to profession and disciplinary and civil liability 

52. Three actions are planned under this specific objective and the three of them are to 

provide for legislative amendments (on access to the profession and on 

accountability). While the objective mentions in general the “legal professions”, it 

addresses only the accountability of bailiffs and the liability of mediators, 

insolvency administrators and translators/interpreters. The output indicator would 

be in some cases the adopted legal reform, while in other cases it would be drafting 

a law and submitting it to Parliament. Such differences need to be explained as 

submission of the draft law to Parliament does not seem to be neither a sufficient 

nor valid indicator for checking if the objective has been achieved. 

Recommendation: 

Redraft the actions and output indicators as indicated. 
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1.2.3. Strengthen the independence of the representatives of the justice related 

professions 

53. The actions a) and b) address problems with regard to the bar and the bailiffs. These 

are two legal professions that shall be strengthened by the legal amendments 

envisaged. In principle this appears to be appropriate, although the level of 

independence of these professionals are not equivalent to the judicial independence. 

It could perhaps be better named as professional autonomy and increased self-

regulation. From the formal point of view, for action a) (sanctions for interference 

in lawyers’ activity) the timeline is missing. 

54. Under action c) the draft AP provides for alternative options, which is unusual in an 

AP. These alternatives are possible ways to address the system of taxation of the 

activity of the bailiffs. Options one and two describe two ways of approaching the 

problem (eliminate the direct sanction or establish a proportionality limit for 

sanctions for bailiffs). The action should rather be described in a way that it does 

not include these details. For example, the specific objective could be described as 

“revise the system of administrative sanctions and taxation upon bailiffs to ensure 

their independence”, and thus avoid entering into details of the possible alternative 

options. 

Recommendations: 

1) Make clear under Specific Objective 1.2.3. that the independence to be 

guaranteed to bailiffs and lawyers is not comparable or equivalent to the 

independence that is to be ensured to the judges.  

2) It should be reconsidered if it would not be better to concentrate efforts n 

ensuring judicial independence. 

3) The inclusion of “alternative actions” as under 1.2.3. c) should be avoided. 

 

1.2.4. Improve tax system/social safeguards 

55. The actions foreseen with regard to the fair taxation and the social and health 

insurance of legal professions are adequately described. However, experts lack 

information to be able to assess the need of this action.  

Recommendation: 

1) It could be re-considered if this should not be seen as a priority and thus, 

possibly schedule it for 2020, as these two actions are planned to start only in 2021. 

  

1.2.5. Establish clear rules for setting fees for legal services 

56. The comments made already with regard to the imprecision of the actions under b) 

and c) which consist in “carrying out an analysis” and the output indicator “analysis 

done”, apply here. The definition of actions should already have been done based on 

a needs’ assessment: carrying out studies and then taking the necessary steps to 

change the legal framework “when appropriate” does not add clarity to an AP.  
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57. In general, the actions foreseen under Objective 1.2. are adequately defined, 

although there seems to be a certain disconnect between the expected results and the 

actions. While one of the expected results is to improve the “mechanisms to ensure 

independence” of these legal professionals, the actions address mainly quality 

standards, elaboration of best practices and the establishment of an adequate register 

of professionals as well as their acts. Only actions under 1.2.3. deal with the legal 

framework and the status of certain legal professionals with the aim of improving 

their independence and efficiency. However, the two actions under this specific 

objective do not address such needs.  

58. Most of the actions are directed towards the promotion of quality standards, 

transparency and legal certainty, which is positive, but the output indicator is too 

vague. Finally, with regard to the expected result of “improve taxation system” the 

actions foreseen refer to the amendment of the legal framework (without specifying 

which laws). 

Recommendations: 

1) Redraft the output indicators. 

2) Preparing analysis is not an adequate action, it should be seen mainly as a pre-

requisite for the action. 

 

Objective 1.3. Strengthen judicial training & specialization 

Expected result: 

Developed training system and legal specialization ensured 

 

59. Under this Objective the draft AP foresees the development of a curriculum for 

initial training of judges, identifying specialization needs and conducting training 

courses for judges (1.3.2.), court personnel (1.3.3.), and prosecutors (1.3.4) in the 

areas needed. The timeline covers almost the four years, as most training courses 

should end by mid-2023.  

60. While these actions are positive, the development of an institutional planning for the 

continuous training and updating the curricula regularly, as well as setting up a 

mechanism to identify on a regular basis the needs for specialisation, appears to be 

missing. The training activities should not be included only as activities but should 

rather be based on an institutional scheme to provide to the court staff, judges and 

prosecutors the possibility and motivation to improve their knowledge and skills 

throughout their career. 

61. It would be desirable that the AP already indicates that the objective is not only to 

carry out training courses, but to ensure that such training activities are in 

compliance with international and European standards, both in terms of content and 

the methodology.  

62. On the other hand, it is not appropriate to use the expression “judicial training” to 

cover the training of judges prosecutors and other judicial staff. It is true that one of 

the main tasks of the NIJ, defined in 2007, is to provide initial and continuous 

training to judges, prosecutors, lawyers and other persons working in the judicial 
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system. It also deals with the training of trainers. The Council of the NIJ is 

responsible for the approval of the curricula and training plan of the NIJ. As an 

objective it should be considered to establish separate units or a different body for 

the training of judges. 

63. Those standards on judicial training are set out mainly in:   

European Charter on the statute for judges approved by the CoE in 

1998;Recommendations Rec (2004) 4 adopted on May 12, 2004 by the 114th 

session of the CoE Committee of Ministers on the ECHR in university education 

and professional training; Opinion No.4 (2003) of the CCJE on appropriate 

initial and in-service training for judges at national and European levels 

;Opinion No.7 (2005) of the CCJE on "justice and society"; 

64. Finally, the lack of budgetary information and funding sources in the whole draft 

AP makes it difficult to assess whether the planned training will be carried out or 

not. The responsible institutions are mainly the self-governing bodies of the 

judiciary (the SCM and SCP), together with the NIJ, but the execution of the 

training activities depends in the end on the allocation of resources. It seems 

doubtful that the SCM and the SCP have the sufficient capacity to undertake all the 

actions defined under Intervention Area 1, with the current staff and funding. There 

is no indication as to the staff that will be tasked with the implementation of the AP. 

Therefore, it is difficult to determine if the activities set out in the draft AP are 

feasible in practice and if the priorities are well described.  

Recommendation: 

Set a clear differentiation between the needs of the judges in training and the rest of 

the professional groups working in the justice sector. 

 

Objective 1.4. Strengthen the integrity and responsibility in the Justice sector 

Expected result: 

Ensured integrity in the Justice sector 

 

1.4.1. Strengthen the mechanism for ensuring the integrity of judges and prosecutors 

 

65. Although the legal framework on the judiciary and the status of judges has 

improved significantly in the last years and the laws are more in line with the 

European standards, its implementation has not contributed to establish a fully 

merit-based system of selection of judges. The process of selection and promotion 

of judges has raised concerns in the past years, as a result of disregarding 

procedures, selective approaches, and issues with candidates’ integrity. The 

problems related to the integrity of judges and prosecutors, despite the numerous 

legal amendments introduced, is still a key issue and concrete measures to 

overcome the present situation seem to be lagging behind.  

66. Actions foreseen are related to the “ordinary and extraordinary evaluation” of 

judges (1.4.1 a)) and prosecutors (1.4.1.b). It is indicated in the draft AP that draft 
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laws have been submitted to this end. However, the experts are aware that those 

laws have not been taken forward by the Government, and this is to be welcomed. A 

general vetting procedure of all judges would not have been proportionate.33.  

67. From the formal point of view, it does not seem to be correct to identify as an 

output indicator “public consultations organized”. This is rather something which 

should be included in any legislative process and not as an output indicator. 

68.  When analysing whether recommendation XVIII of GRECO had been complied 

with, the GRECO compliance report of 2018 observed the following: 

“the reason for the current recommendation was the lack independence, 

impartiality, means and transparency of relevant bodies: including the 

statutory and budgetary dependence of the Inspection of Prosecutors on the 

General Prosecutor, the possibility for a SCP member to be involved in 

several stages of disciplinary proceedings against a prosecutor; the lack of 

motivation of the decisions in disciplinary matters and the lack of adequate 

publicity for disciplinary cases. Nothing to this end has been reported. 

GRECO encourages the authorities to take the necessary measures in order to 

make the disciplinary liability system objective, effective and transparent in 

line with requirements of the present recommendation. The steps taken so far 

do not render this recommendation complied with, even partly.” 

69. According to the GRECO draft compliance report, this recommendation remains 

not implemented.34 In this context it is to be welcomed that actions are foreseen to 

overcome the shortcomings detected, and that they are scheduled as a priority in 

terms of timing, for the year 2020. 

70. With regard to action 1.4.1 a), the standards set out by the CCJE in paragraph 29 of 

its Opinion No. 21(2018) “Preventing Corruption among Judges”35 should be taken 

into account: 

„Properly done, a system of evaluation is a very effective means to make 

promotion and advancement decisions more objective and reliable. This also 

contributes to the transparency of the judicial system as a whole. In this 

context, the CCJE would recall the principles enunciated in its Opinion No. 

17(2014) on the evaluation of judges’ work. A good system of performance 

appraisal also takes into account the judicial integrity of the evaluated judge. 

This is different from scrutinising individual decisions rendered by the judge, 

as this would constitute an evident infringement of judicial independence.” 

Recommendations: 

1) Redraft actions a) and b) and the corresponding output indicators, which are not 

valid anymore. 

                                                      
 
33 See in this sense the GRECO draft Compliance report GrecoRC(2020)9_P3, of 26 March 2020, para. 110, 

which also states: “That said, the integrity requirements and testing of candidate judges for appointments and 

promotions are not adequately regulated as yet. More needs to be done to enhance the transparency in practice 

of judicial activity, judgments and decisions, including the SCM and to strengthen the objectivity of the 

disciplinary procedures and measures against judges.” 
34 DRaft Compliance report GrecoRC(2020)9_P3, of 26 March 2020, para. 106. 
35 CCJE(2018)3Rev, of 9 November 2018. 
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2) Include in the actions towards ensuring integrity the adjustment of the rules and 

practice to the CoE standards as set out, inter alia, in the CCJE Opinion 

21(2018). 

 

1.4.2.  Enforce and promote/raise awareness about integrity standards and anti-

corruption measures in the Justice sector 

71. It is to be welcomed that the draft AP includes diverse actions for preventing 

corruption, misconduct and carrying out integrity checks. However, most of the 

actions foreseen are training courses (1.4.2. c), d) and carrying out assessments 

1.4.2. a) and 1.4.2.e). While the training activities should always be included in the 

training programmes, both initial and continuous training, conducting assessments 

and surveys should not be an objective in itself, but rather tools for identifying 

needs and areas of action. The actions envisaged are very positive, and it might be 

necessary to establish where the disciplinary action is failing in its preventive effect 

and sanction misconducts and lack of integrity., If done effectively, this can provide 

good information for taking action. But it appears that this action is clearly 

insufficient to tackle the grave problems detected in this area in the Republic of 

Moldova and to define as an “output indicator” the elaboration of an analysis and of 

certain recommendations is not adequate.  

72. The relevant standards on judicial ethics, discipline and integrity are set out, among 

other instruments, in the European Charter on the Statute for Judges of 1998, and in 

the CCJE Opinion No. 3 “On the principles and rules governing judge’s 

professional conduct, in particular, ethics, incompatible behaviour and impartiality” 

of 19 November 2002. The CCJE Opinions No. 10 of 2007 “On the Council for the 

Judiciary at the service of society” and No.17 “On the evaluation of Judge’s work, 

the quality of justice and respect for judicial Independence”, and U.N. Bangalore 

Principles of Judicial Conduct are also to be taken into account. 

73. The CCJE Opinion No. 3 of 2002 does not require a certain level of specification of 

the disciplinary offences, although according to CoE Recommendation R(94) 12 the 

grounds for disciplinary proceedings should always be defined in advance “in 

precise terms” by the law. Thus, even if the CCJE does not consider that it is 

possible to define at the European level the criteria of behaviour falling under 

judicial disciplinary offences in each country, it considers it “desirable” to seek for 

precision and avoid general formulations36. 

74. As to the proceedings, according to the standards set by the CoE and the VC, 

disciplinary proceedings can only take place where judges fail to carry out their 

duties in an efficient and proper manner.37 

75. These standards shall be known to every actor of the justice system and the 

dissemination of the standards of judicial ethics is crucial to address integrity issues 

at the preventive stage. Clear and precise rules on what conduct may constitute 

                                                      
 
36 Para. 64-65 of the CCJE Opinion No.3. 
37 CM/Rec(2010)12 of the Committee of Ministers to member states on judges: independence, efficiency and 

responsibilities Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 17 November 2010 at the 1098th meeting of the 

Ministers' Deputies, para. 69. 
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disciplinary offences, is a strong preventive mechanism, so that judges, prosecutors 

and every civil servant can react when such misconducts take place. 

Recommendations: 

1) The actions planned in order to strengthen integrity in the justice sector, which 

consist mainly in carrying out an analysis of failures to report lack of integrity 

and practice in disciplinary proceedings (1.4.2 a), b) and g), should be revised, 

as they seem to be insufficient 

2) From the formal point of view, the expected result should be redrafted, as it is a 

specific objective. It seems that the output indicator should be the action. 

2) With regard to the action and responsible institutions, there should be a cross-

reference to the mechanisms and institutions provided in the National Integrity and 

Anti-corruption Strategy, and how they will be coordinated. 

 

Strategic direction II.  ACCESS TO JUSTICE, QUALITY AND TRANSPARENCY OF 

JUSTICE DELIVERY 

 

Objective 2.1. Improve access to justice and to the system of human right protection in 

the justice sector  

Expected result: 

1.Improved mechanisms facilitating access to justice; 

2. Qualitative legal assistance delivered; 

3. Court judgments effectively enforced 

 

2.1.1 Facilitate access to justice for vulnerable and under-represented groups 

76. Five actions are listed under this specific objective. Many of them follow the 

recommendations set out in the CoE Assessment of the JSRS implementation of 

December 2017, where very detailed recommendations were also set out.38 All the 

actions planned are relevant, and seek to promote the involvement of civil society 

and the legal profession in assisting vulnerable persons/groups in ensuring their 

right to access to justice. To that end, the output sought is to define the pro-bono 

mechanism; sign cooperation agreements, develop curricula for specific training 

courses and evaluate the services for victims of crime, including also the possibility 

of victims to request expert evidence.  

77. CoE member states must ensure that persons with disabilities have access, on an 

equal basis, to courts, information and communications, and to a legal remedy, and 

                                                      
 
38 See the recommendations nº 58 to 87 on legal aid and access to justice, pp. 47-51.See in particular para. 18, 

where it was specifically recommended: 

2. Conduct surveys about the access to justice on behalf of disaggregated persons.  

3. Strengthen alternative dispute resolution mechanisms and encourage citizens to use them.  

4. Improve statistics on legal aid.  
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they must provide appropriate forms of assistance to secure accessibility – including 

guides, translators, professional sign language interpreters.39  

78. Guidance is also provided in the CEPEJ) Guidelines on the Creation of Judicial 

Maps to Support Access to Justice within a Quality Judicial System, 21 June 2013; 

CEPEJ Guidelines on the organisation and accessibility of court premises, 12 

December 2014; and the CEPEJ Checklist for promoting the quality of justice and 

the court, 3 July 2008, including interpretation, access to information, accessibility 

of court judgments.  

79. The actions envisaged in this area in the draft AP are consistent with the standards 

and practices identified in the CoE guidelines, seem to be adequate and they are to 

be welcomed, although there is a risk that the effective protection of vulnerable 

groups and victims in criminal and other proceedings is shifted to non-public 

stakeholders. 

80. The level of detail of the actions and output indicators under this subparagraph 

2.1.1. is extremely detailed in contrast to the rest of the actions envisaged in the 

draft AP. This is not a shortcoming, but it may appear inconsistent with the rest of 

the draft AP.  

Recommendation: 

Revise the level of detail of the actions to make the AP consistent. 

 

2.1.2 Develop and implement improved policies to provide legal aid and to assess the 

quality aid provided 

81. The functioning of a service of free legal aid depends largely on the allocation of 

financial resources. It is difficult to assess if the expected result is realistic or not as 

the experts do not have at their disposal any information as regards budgetary 

sources. From a formal point of view, the first action is drafted in a very general 

way: “revise the categories of persons benefiting from state guaranteed legal aid”. It 

is not possible to determine whether this requires legal amendment, or only a 

rulebook to identify the possible beneficiaries of legal aid. This is set out in the 

“output indicators”. The output indicator enumerates up to 6 indicators, which are 

rather a list of objectives to achieve and further actions to carry out (statistical data, 

elaboration of perception surveys…). It would be more appropriate to move the list 

of “output indicators” to the description of actions. 

82. There appears to be confusion between output indicators and actions under 2.1.2. a). 

83. Under 2.1.2. b) the action is also drafted in a vague manner: “develop a mechanism” 

for partially free legal aid, and the output would be that such a “mechanism” has 

been developed. The concrete action need under this point should be identified. 

84. Also from a formal point of view, action 2.1.2 c) e-platform for the whole process 

of legal aid, might overlap withi action 2.1.3 a) digitalise the process of filing e-

                                                      
 
39 CoE Commissioner for Human Rights (2008), Human rights and disability: equal rights for all, para. 3.4, and 

Recommendation No. 4. See also, CEPEJ (2010), Access to justice in Europe, CEPEJ Studies No. 9. 
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applications for free legal aid. Ths is consistent with previous recommendations of 

CoE experts40 

85. The rest of the actions listed from paragraph b) to h) all seem to be relevant. 

86. Some of the actions could be merged, as for example, 2.1.2, e) and f), which both 

entail the introduction and effective application of quality standards for providing 

free legal assistance.  

87. The extension of a paralegal network is not clear in terms of how it fits into the aim 

(expected result) of providing legal assistance of quality to vulnerable persons. 

88. Action 2.1.2 g) refers to the legal amendment of the CPC to promote equality of 

arms between the prosecution and the defendant in criminal proceedings. This is 

positive, because the notion of access to justice obliges states also to guarantee the 

right to a fair trial. Access to court is not only the physical access, but also the 

obligation of the state to ensure the individual’s right to go to court and to obtain a 

remedy in case of violation of the individual’s rights. It implies also the right to 

have the judgments enforced. This is correctly identified in the draft AP.  

Recommendations: 

1) Check the identification of output indicators and actions under 2.1.1 a), where 

the action is very general and the outputs rather resemble precise actions. 

2) Consider merging actions 2.1.2 e) and f). 

3) Revise if the establishment of a paralegal network is consistent with ensuring 

quality standards on legal aid and equality of arms. 

 

2.1.5 Improve the mechanism of rendering translation services in the activity of courts, 

prosecution bodies, criminal investigation authorities 

89. The two actions provided under this objective are mainly: establishing a register of 

these professionals (2.1.5 a) and allowing the interpreter to perform the 

interpretation via videoconferencing (2.1.5. b). Both actions are relevant, although 

the assistance to the accused who does not speak the court language at trial, should, 

as a rule, not be done via videoconferencing, as this entails important risks for an 

effective defence. While these actions appear to be reasonable and also feasible 

from the budgetary point of view, it is not possible to indicate whether or to what 

extent such actions really address the existing needs and shortcomings. 

90. For the right of access to a court to be effective, states have to provide free 

translation services for vulnerable persons and for criminal suspects and the 

accused. Good guidance can be found in the EU Directive 2013/48/EU of the 

European Parliament and of the Council of 22 October 2013.41 

                                                      
 
40 See CoE report on JSRS of December 2017, recommendation nº 64. 
41 EU Directive 2013/48/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 October 2013on the right of 

access to a lawyer in criminal proceedings and in European arrest warrant proceedings, and on the right to have 
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91. Translation in criminal proceedings shall be provided for free. 

Recommendation: 

Add to the necessary action to ensure that an interpreter is provided for free to any 

suspect or accused that does not understand the language. 

 

2.1.6 Promote a human right compliant criminal justice system 

92. This specific objective is far-reaching, as it entails the elaboration of a concept 

paper for amending the Criminal Code (2.1.6. a) and then the reform of the Criminal 

Code (2.1.6 b). It is positive that all stakeholders have been identified as responsible 

for this action, however, it is not correct to list all the Ministries involved, as the 

responsible unit for providing the concept paper and presenting a draft law for 

amending the criminal code, would at the end be the working group established to 

that end.  

Recommendation: 

1) The timeline for this action should be defined. 

2) The responsible institution should be re-defined. 

 

2.1.8. Improve mechanisms for enforcing criminal penalties 

93. Action 2.1.8 b) defines as action to “Develop probation programmes in penitentiary 

institutions aimed at offensive conduct of detainees, which would provide them 

with an opportunity to develop positive attitude upon release, increasing their 

chances for rehabilitation.” CoE Recommendation CM/Rec (2010)1, Appendix I 

states that probation “relates to the implementation in the community of sanctions 

and measures, defined by law and imposed on an offender. It includes a range of 

activities and interventions, which involve supervision, guidance and assistance 

aiming at the social inclusion of an offender, as well as at contributing to 

community safety”. At the same time, according to the CoE Recommendation 

CM/Rec(2017)3, “the expression ‘community sanctions and measures’ means 

sanctions and measures which maintain suspects or offenders in the community and 

involve some restrictions on their liberty through the imposition of conditions 

and/or obligations. 

94. According to the CPT Report of 13 December 201842, the situation in Moldovan 

prisons presents serious deficiencies in terms of human rights standards. 

                                                                                                                                                                     
 
a third party informed upon deprivation of liberty and to communicate with third persons and with consular 

authorities while deprived of liberty, OJ L 294, 6.11.2013 

 
42 Report to the Government of the Republic of Moldova on the visit to the Republic of Moldova carried out by 

the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 

(CPT) from 5 to 11 June 2018, Strasbourg 13 December 2018, accessible at https://rm.coe.int/16809022b9 

https://rm.coe.int/16809022b9
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95. Among those deficiencies in prison conditions, the report identifies severe 

shortcoming in the disciplinary regime and health conditions, and concludes “it is 

high time that the Moldovan authorities took determined action throughout the 

prison system to guarantee the security and safety of prisoners. In particular, this 

will require putting an end to the reliance on the informal prisoner hierarchy to 

maintain good order in prisons, putting in place a system of appropriate distribution 

and classification of prisoners.”43 In view of these needs, which might not have 

been addressed since the report was drafted in 2018, the actions provided under 

2.1.8. seem to be pertinent, but still insufficient. 

96. According to the surveys on probation, notably the Report “Probation and Prisons in 

Europe, 2018,44 the situation with regards to probation, does not seem to be worse 

than in other European countries. Again, according to the figures presented in that 

report, the percentage of sentenced people on probation, with regard to the total 

number of inmates, shows a quite satisfactory probation rate, and thus an extended 

use of probation measures in the Republic of Moldova.45  

97. Lacking the data of the needs assessment carried out by the Moldovan authorities 

that would identify the development of probation programs as a priority in the AP, it 

is difficult to make a definitive assessment on this action. However it appears that 

there are other pressing needs to be addressed with regard to the enforcement of 

custodial sentences. 

98. The rehabilitation work with prisoners is one of the most important tasks of the 

penitentiary systems because although  sanctioned and isolated from society, they 

should be subject to social assistance in order to facilitate their rehabilitation. The 

output indicators of the draft AP for this activity are targeted at prisoners and are 

quite complete. However, many newly established democracies experience 

problems in respect of the social assistance system in the prisons due to the 

underfunding of such activities. The budgetary dimension will therefore be very 

pertinent here. Due to the unsatisfactory conditions in the prisons and the fact that 

social workers and psychologists are underpaid, their number is low compared to 

the number of prisoners they work with. 

99. Specific action 2.1.8 b) (Reorganize medical services/units within detention 

institutions in order to ensure decisional independence of medical staff in granting 

medical assistance to persons deprived of liberty), seems to be adequate, based on 

the health care deficiencies identified by the CPT. From a formal point of view in 

addition to the output “amended legal framework” it could be recommended to 

include a more precise outcome indicator about the implementation of the adopted 

legislation, for example “the management of the medical services within the prisons 

by the directors of prisons”.  

100. The CoE Guidelines on the organisation and management of health care in prisons 

could be taken into consideration as they indicate standards for the protection of the 

human rights of prisoners in the context of health care, for example for prisoners 

                                                      
 
43 Ibid, p. 21. 
44 “Probation and Prisons in Europe, 2018: Key Findings of the SPACE reports”, by Marcelo F. Aebi, Yuji Z. 

Hashimoto and Mélanie M. Tiago, accessible at http://wp.unil.ch/space/files/2019/05/Key-Findings_SPACE-

II_190520-1.pdf 
45 Ibid, p. 7. See the comparative quantitative tables in p. 12, although data refer to 1st January 2018. 
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suffering from AIDS or STD, mental illnesses, drug addiction, etc.. They also point 

out that health care in prisons needs to be closely aligned to, and integrated, with 

health care in the community and be based on external medical services.46  

101. The present Covid-19 pandemic also presents has new difficulties for handling the 

health care and protection of inmates. It might be advisable to revise the actions 

regarding prison conditions in light of these extraordinary challenges for the 

authorities of all states which the present pandemic situation has caused, and which 

have specific and grave consequences for persons deprived of liberty.47 

Recommendations: 

1) Reconsider whether the development of the probation system should be a 

priority in terms of protection of human rights. 

2) Consider including the need to address the problems of safety in prisons, 

detected as a major problem in practice. 

3) Consider improving the treatment of persons suffering from addictions in 

prisons. 

4) Consider adding that the outcome indicators should measure the efficiency of 

the social assistance system as well (such as sufficient number of well-trained 

social workers, relevant programmes for social work; remuneration of social 

workers etc.). 

5) Include a more precise outcome indicator about the implementation of the 

adopted legislation, as “the management of the medical services within the 

prisons by the directors of prisons”. 

6) It is commended to revise the actions regarding prison conditions in light of the 

COvid-19 pandemic. 

 

Objective 2.2. Continue the process of optimizing the judicial system and the 

prosecution service 

Expected result: 

1. Streamlined court system and prosecution service; 

2. Uniform/consistent management system developed in courts and prosecution bodies 

 

102. It should be assessed in a positive way that the draft AP differentiates between the 

efficiency of justice and quality of judicial decisions through the provision of 

separate objectives (2.2. and 2.3, respectively). This approach is in line with the 

recommendations of the CoE European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice 

(CEPEJ) according to which quality of justice “in a narrow sense,  is often 

understood exclusively as the “quality of judicial decisions.” In a broader sense, it 

                                                      
 
46 Timothy, J., Harding, W., Organisation and management of health care in prisons, Guidelines, p. 11, 

https://rm.coe.int/guidelines-organisation-and-management-of-health-care-in-prisons/168093ae69.  
47 Statement of principles relating to the treatment of persons deprived of their liberty in the context of the 

coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, CPT/Inf(2020)13 issued on 20 March 2020, accessible at 

https://rm.coe.int/16809cfa4b 
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also covers key aspects of the way judicial services are provided. In this case, policy 

makers and reformers aiming at measuring this kind of quality will focus on aspects 

that go beyond the quality of the decision solely and will include parameters such as 

timeliness, activity rates, clearance rates, etc. In any event, it would seem simplistic 

to focus on only one of these concepts, even two would not give a complete picture 

of the situation.48 

103. It is important to mention the role of statistics in the process of measuring court 

performance. Statistical measurement (periodically collected statistical data) is a 

common practice in the process of measuring the quality of justice, although it is of 

course only one aspect of quality of justice. In particular, statistics are extremely 

important in the process of measuring the length of procedures. 

104. With this in mind, it would be good to include among the actions and/or the output 

indicators one activity/indicator providing for an improved system of collecting and 

monitoring judicial statistics which measures and manages performance in a more 

detailed and sophisticated way.49. In this context, the close cooperation between the 

Moldovan authorities and institutions and the CEPEJ is a welcome factor.  

105. It would also be good to consider the involvement of civil society organisations in 

the process of development of the standards and efficiency indicators for the 

performance of the courts, through consultations and discussion.  

Recommendations:  

1) Consider including as an action the improvement of the collection of data to 

provide accurate statistical information. 

2) Consider involving civil society in the process of developing efficiency indicators 

by way of surveys. 

 

2.2.1. Continue the process of court optimisation 

106. Under this specific objective, very variegated actions are planned: revise the judicial 

map, building courts, or amend the Law on the Supreme Court Justice. The reform 

of the judicial map (2.2.1.a) is an important but difficult task because its 

implementation is usually related to the need to close or relocate courts and 

prosecution offices. There is no perfect judicial map. Every state has to adopt the 

decisions on reorganizing the judicial and prosecutorial map, taking into account the 

different elements at stake. 

107. The CEPEJ Revised Guidelines on the Creation of Judicial Maps to Support Access 

to Justice within a Quality Judicial System of 2013,50 is to be viewed as an essential 

tool in addressing the reorganization of courts and prosecutorial offices. The factors 

to be balanced are: 1) Access to justice in terms of proximity of citizens to courts; 

                                                      
 
48 See “Measuring the quality of justice”, CEPEJ(2016)12,  para. 15, https://rm.coe.int/1680747548.  
49 Ibid., para. 10.  
50 CEPEJ Revised Guidelines on the Creation of Judicial Maps to Support Access to Justice within a Quality 

Judicial System as adopted on the CEPEJ’s 22th plenary meeting, on 6 December 2013 (CEPEJ(2013)7Rev1), 

accessible at https://rm.coe.int/european-commission-for-the-efficiency-of-justice-cepej-revised-

guidel/168078c492 

https://rm.coe.int/1680747548
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2) Minimum size of a court so that the presence of various competences and 

functions can be ensured; 3) Reduction of costs as the resources of the public 

administration cannot and must not be wasted but rather optimised; and 

4)Maximisation of quality and relevant performance of the service provided. 

108. According to the CoE Report on the JSRS of December 2017, “the plan to complete 

the process of optimisation of the judicial map is planned to take place in the next 

10 years. The number of courts was reduced from 42 to 15 for the territory of the 

entire country and 15 new buildings for the remaining courts should be built. 

According to information of civil society in some rural areas people have to travel 

up to three hours to get to a court which is extremely difficult for women with 

children.51” The problems with regard to the hurdles in accessing distant courts, is 

to be overcome by implementing e-applications, videoconferencing and digital 

platforms. It is true that e-justice can reduce many of those difficulties. However, if 

this is the approach to be followed, the new judicial map should not lead to closing 

of courts until the e-justice mechanisms are fully operative, and a support system is 

provided for those who are not digitally skilled or connected. 
 

109.  It is therefore extremely important to identify the right indicators for the conduct of 

the analysis of the judicial map, by balancing adequately all the factors, such as the 

caseload of judges, population numbers, and possible limitations in access of justice 

which could infringe human rights, including precisely the right of access to a court.  

110. An improved and well-functioning system of statistics, already mentioned above, 

can contribute significantly to the process of more efficient measuring and 

management of the performance of the courts and prosecution offices. Good 

statistical information on the work of courts and prosecution offices could also be of 

help in the process of revising the judicial map.   

111. Action 2.2.1 b) (Implement a plan for construction/renovation of re-organized 

courts in line with the Law No 76/2016 on the reorganization of courts) is extremely 

ambitious if it is to cover 50 per cent of the courts in the Republic of Moldova. 

Activity 2.2.2 provides for a survey and public consultations as well as a SWAT 

analysis prior to taking the decisions. However, these steps are not envisaged for the 

process of the reform of the judicial map, which might lead to inefficient 

implementation.  

112. The AP might provide for a more detailed plan based on an assessment document 

on the efficiency of courts with a view to identifying the need for renovation. In 

addition, a prioritisation construction/renovation plan identifying the most urgent 

cases, is needed as well. The plan should be publicly discussed and the subject of 

consultation at least with the SCM prior to its adoption. The costs allocated for this 

activity are crucial for the implementation of the renovation plan and in order to 

make a realistic prioritisation plan.  

113. Action 2.2.1. c) provides for the action of eliminating obsolete rules from the Law 

on the Supreme Court Justice. Such task of “cleaning” and updating legal 

framework, if necessary should be undertaken not only with regard to the precise 

Law identified in this action. It is unclear why the Law on the Supreme Court 

Justice is necessary for “optimisation” of the court functioning and not other laws. 

                                                      
 
51 Ibid. para. 15. 
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Recommendations: 

1) Refer to the CEPEJ tools when defining the action on the design of the judicial 

and prosecution offices map. 

2) Make a cross-reference to the implementation of digital instruments and e-

justice, which shall be necessary to protect the right to access to court in case of 

closing courts. 

3)   The outcome indicator for action 2.2.b) is quite unclear and does not specify 

which 50% of the buildings envisaged in the plan are to be renovated/built and 

what are the expected results in terms of improvement of the existing problems. 

Consider revising. 

2) Consider identifying other laws which should be updated eliminating outdated 

rules. 

 

2.2.2. Optimise prosecution system 

114. This is a necessary action, and the study should be carried out taking into account 

managerial criteria. The activities and the outcome indicators for this specific 

objective are well designed and could be used to develop further the outcome 

indicators for 2.2.1. 

115. Actions a), b) and c) should be merged as the three of them are intimately linked 

(conduct the study on prosecutorial map, optimise the prosecutor’s office map and 

optimize the number of prosecutors). 

116. It is strange that one of the output indicators for the reorganization of the 

prosecutorial map is to elaborate a Draft Action Plan for the construction and 

renovation of the public prosecution’s premises. The comments expressed above 

regarding the construction/renovation of courts, might be applicable here. 

Recommendations: 

1) Consider the inclusion of output indicators about the involvement of civil society 

organisations throughout a process of consultations in connection with the 

development of standards and efficiency indicators for the performance of the 

prosecutors’ offices. 

2) Consider merging actions a),b) and c). 

3) Delete output indicator for action 2.2..2 b) as it does not seem to be linked to the 

action planned.  

 

2.2.3. Increase the efficiency of the institutional management within the courts and 

prosecution bodies 

117. The periodic analysis of the workload of judges and prosecutors, to ensure the 

adequate distribution of cases/work, is to be introduced as a standard activity, based 

on statistical quantitative and qualitative data. This action is related to the strategic 

direction on “Access to justice”, as preventing excessive delays and addressing 
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lengthy proceedings, is directly linked to the right to access to justice. Cross- 

reference to the actions included to promote the right to access to justice should be 

included.   

118. Action 2.2.3. b) plans to develop standards to measure the efficiency of court 

activity based on the judicial performance indicators. This was already foreseen in 

the previous JSRS and not implemented,52 and follows the recommendations of 

CoE experts included in the report on the JSRS implementation of 2017.53 This 

action is therefore to be welcomed. In the process of development of standards and 

indicators to measure court activities, the existing European standards should be 

mentioned and applied. The CEPEJ “Checklist for promoting the quality of justice 

and the courts” could be considered. It aims at promoting quality within the justice 

systems and to give to the policy makers and judicial practitioners concrete tools to 

improve the quality of their own system, while taking into account their 

specificities.54 The “Time management Checklist” of CEPEJ is also to be 

followed.55  

119. As mentioned, according to these standards in a more comprehensive sense, 

“quality of justice” can be understood as comprising not only the quality of judicial 

decisions and key aspects of judicial service delivery, but all aspects that are 

relevant for the good functioning of the justice system, which are typically assessed 

by looking at the perceptions of the users. This approach to measuring means taking 

into account the quality aspects that go beyond the quality of the judicial decisions 

and including a variety of elements such as the clarity of the procedures, the 

timeliness of individual procedural steps, the accessibility of offices, the ease of use 

of available tools, and so on. 

Recommendations: 

1) Include in the action on development of performance include reference to the 

CEPEJ indicators 

2) Output indicator 2.2.3 b) (efficiency standards developed) is confusing, as those 

standards are already developed by CEPEJ. Adapting and implementing the 

standards should be seen as adequate action/output. 

 

Objective 2.3. Improve the quality of court documents and unify judicial practice 

Expected result: 

1. Consistent case-law ensured 

2. Increased quality and coherence of court documents 

 

2.3.1. Establish criteria for quality and coherence of court documents 

                                                      
 
52 See CoE assessment JSRS of December 2017, para 133. 
53 Ibid. Recommendations 30 to 35. 
54See “Checklist for promoting the quality of justice and the courts”, adopted by the CEPEJ at its 11th plenary 

meeting in July 2008: 

http://www.courtexcellence.com/Resources/~/media/Microsites/Files/ICCE/ChecklistforPromoting.ashx.  
55 CEPEJ (2005) 12 REV), accessible at www.coe.int/cepej. 

http://www.courtexcellence.com/Resources/~/media/Microsites/Files/ICCE/ChecklistforPromoting.ashx
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120. According to the CCJE, judicial independence must be regarded as a citizen’s right. 

Each judicial system should not only guarantee that court users have a right of 

access to the courts, but should also ensure, through the quality of the decisions 

given, that they can have confidence in the outcome of the judicial process.56 

121. However, it is important to emphasise that the process of improvement of the 

quality of court documents does not intend to enter into the merits of decisions.57 

According to the CCJE, the method of evaluating the quality of judicial decisions 

should not interfere with the independence of the judiciary either as a whole or on 

an individual basis58. The evaluation should not become an instrument of external 

control of the judiciary, and it must be transparent. Personal or identifying data of 

judges must remain confidential.59 The quality of judicial decisions depends on 

numerous factors, such as  judges’ professionalism, legislative quality, search 

engines, support staff, procedural law, case management, hearings and elements 

specific to the issue in dispute.60 

122. The objectives under 2.3 are twofold, as clearly set out in the expected results: one 

relates to the quality of court decisions and acts; and the second one to the 

coherence and consistency of the legal system, by providing procedural rules on the 

uniform interpretation of the laws. Those two objectives should not be confused (as 

it appears to be the case when defining action 2.3.1.b).  

123. The three actions planned to improve the quality of court documents under 2.3.1. a) 

b) and c) include the amendments of the civil and criminal code of procedure; the 

development of quality criteria by the SCM; and the adopting of uniform templates 

by the SCM and implementing its use. 

124. This activity should be implemented by taking into consideration the CoE  

standards. Irrespective of the intentions in terms of simplification and clarity, the 

independence of judges in their decision-making must be a priority at all times 

when it comes to developing criteria for the quality and coherence of court 

documents. The SCM cannot issue criteria as to the interpretation of laws, as this 

would interfere with judicial independence. Taking into account the compliance 

with “criteria for quality and coherence” in the evaluation process of judges also 

entails risks to their independence. 

125. The adoption of templates, adjusted to the software used in the courts, is highly 

recommended, as long as it does not include issues on content and merits, and they 

are aimed at facilitating the work of the judges, rather than limiting their judicial 

independence. 

 

 

                                                      
 
56 See CCJE Opinion No. 1 on standards concerning the independence of the judiciary and the irremovability of 

judges (2001) and Opinion No. 11 on the quality of judicial decisions (2008), para. 4.  
57 See “Checklist for promoting the quality of justice and the courts”, adopted by the CEPEJ at its 11th plenary 

meeting in July 2008, para. 21.  
58 See CCJE Opinion No. 11, para 59.  
59 Ibid., para. 65.  
60 Ibid., para. 20. 
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Recommendations: 

1) Revise Action 2.3.1.: quality criteria are not achieved by of changing the 

procedural rules. The formal requirements of court decisions should be already 

included. This action is unclear. 

2) Separate actions to be envisaged aimed at providing case-law consistency and 

uniform interpretation of the laws and promoting the quality of each of the 

judicial decision and act under action 2.3.1 b). 

3)  Involve all categories of judges in the elaboration of templates and coordinate 

this task with the relevant IT experts. Introduce cross-reference to Objective 3.3. 

2.3.2. Improve and develop mechanisms for ensuring a consistent judicial practice 

126. The AP includes under this specific objective 7 actions, related mainly to legislative 

amendments on the rules of procedure on appellate review, coordination of the 

different chambers of the Supreme Court and establishing a system of binding case 

law The last three actions (2.3.2. e), f) and g), are directed at the identification of 

divergent case law, access to the case law and its analysis and monitoring. In 

general these actions are adequate, although IT software and support would be the 

best tool to disseminate caselaw, prevent split jurisprudence and inconsistencies. 

127. In general civil law systems do not follow a system of judicial precedent with 

binding effect, and assume that a certain split jurisprudence will take place, and 

shall be corrected, either by way of appellate review61 or at the cassation level. This 

is the “price” for ensuring the independence of each judge in the interpretation of 

the law. 

128. Lower courts may depart from the case law established at the superior level, but of 

course the requirements concerning reasoning fully apply. In case a lower court 

departs from the case law of a higher court, a possibility of appeal should in general 

be open towards such higher court..62 According to the ECtHR, the right to fair trial 

enshrined in Art. 6 of the ECHR is also linked to the requirements concerning the 

uniform application of the law. Under certain circumstances conflicting decisions of 

domestic courts, especially courts of the last instance, can constitute a breach of the 

fair trial requirement enshrined in art. 6 (1) of the ECHR.63  

129. Each legal system provides for formal, semi-formal and informal mechanisms with 

regard to the role of courts in achieving consistent case law.64  

                                                      
 
61 With regard to Appellate proceedings Recommendation No. R(95) 5 of the CoE Committee of Ministers, 

concerning the introduction and improvement of the functioning of appeal systems and procedures in civil and 

commercial cases adopted by Committee of Ministers on 7 February 1995, available at 

https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=0900001680505f

3c , in particular ar. 7. 
62 Ibid., paras. 33-35. 
63 Thereby it has to be assessed whether (1) “profound and long-standing differences” exist in the case law of 

the domestic courts, (2) whether the domestic law provides for machinery for overcoming those inconsistencies, 

(3) whether that machinery has been applied and, (4) if appropriate, to what effect, Ibid. para. 9. 
64 See CCJE Opinion No. 20 On the role of courts with respect to the uniform application of the law, paras. 15 - 

19.  

https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=0900001680505f3c
https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=0900001680505f3c
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130. It its Opinion Nr. 20 “On the role of courts with respect to the uniform application 

of the law” the CCJE emphasises the close link between the uniformity and 

consistency of case law and the individual’s right to a fair trial.65  

131. The CCJE recommends that all judges should have access to paper and electronic 

versions of legal instruments, so as to enable accurate research in international and 

European legal spheres. Such opportunities should be offered to judges through the 

centralised service, which may ensure that judges are informed even beyond the 

contingent necessities of their work 66. 

132. The Moldovan authorities seek to implement an adequate formal and informal 

mechanism to correct divergent or contradictory jurisprudence that would create 

legal uncertainty. This is positive and the actions are adequate. In that context only 

action 2.3.2 b) (ensure publicity of appeal court hearings) does not seem to fit into 

the defined strategic objective. 

Recommendation: 

The actions seem relevant, although they go beyond the specific objective defined. 

 

Objective 2.4. Increased transparency and trust in Justice 

Expected result: 

1. The level of public legal culture improved; 

2. Increased public access to information; 

3. Improved public perception indicators of trust in justice. 

 

2.4.1 Develop mechanisms / programs for informing and educating the public regarding 

access to justice and the competence of authorities in the justice sector  

133. Six actions are planned to improve the communication strategy of the courts. In 

general they are adequate and positive and in accordance with  CoE 

recommendation, Rec(2010)12, para. 20.67 Gaining the trust of society is a process 

which requires effective and clear communication on behalf of the judiciary. In 

addition to liaison persons/spokespersons of the courts, it is good practice to speaker 

a judge from the relevant court as spokesperson in order to have a professional and 

prompt way of providing reliable information on the work of the court. 

Spokespersons should be trained to communicate with media. In addition, 

summaries of some high-profile cases could be put on the website of the court in 

order to inform the public about their progress.  

134. The website of the relevant court could contain information about the general court 

procedures, information on access to justice, legal aid criteria, the schedule of 

                                                      
 
65 Ibid. paras. 8-9.  
66 Ibid., para. 15 - 17.  
67 CoE recommendation, Rec(2010)12 On judges: independence, efficiency and responsibilities, adopted by the 

CoE Committee of Ministers on 17 November 2010, accessible at https://rm.coe.int/16807096c1 
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judicial sessions so that members of the public and media could have constant 

access to information.  

135. For the implementation of this activity it would be good to consider also the 

development of guidelines for the use of social media by the various institutions 

within the judiciary, in order to raise public confidence and improve the image of 

justice.68  

Recommendations: 

 

1) Regarding action 2.4.1 a) it could be recommended to remove the output 

indicator “no trained persons” because it does not contribute anything or provide 

information about the implementation of the activities.  

2) Revise the timeline for implementation, as it would be advisable that a certain 

number of trained representatives are operative by June 2021. 

3) Consider including among the outcome indicators “consultations of the 

communication strategy with civil society representatives and media” in order to 

bring greater legitimacy to the process and acknowledge different views. 

4) It is recommended to remove the third outcome indicator. “3. No monthly press 

releases per court”. 

5) Consider also the development of guidelines for the use of social media by the 

various institutions within the judiciary. 

 

2.4.2 Conduct surveys to assess the degree of litigants’ satisfaction with the judicial 

system 

136. Action 2.4.2 consists in the development of a single methodology for systematically 

conducting surveys on the level of satisfaction of users and professionals regarding 

the activity of the judiciary and the prosecutor's office. It should be highlighted that 

such a methodology is has already been developed and thoroughly tested. This is 

the CEPEJ Handbook for conducting satisfaction surveys aimed at court users in 

CoE member States,69 Strasbourg 10 September 2010 CEPEJ (2010)1. 

137. According to the European standards, it should be kept in mind that measuring 

users’ perception in the justice field does not mean that justice shall be administered 

with a view to satisfying users’ expectations, as there are objectives and institutional 

constraints which need to be taken into account in justice administration. 

138. Users’ trust is of course a legitimate and essential objective, but not the only one70. 

According to the CCJE’s Opinion No. 17, “while formal procedural rules are 

                                                      
 
68 See ENCJ, Public confidence and the image of justice, p. 8-9. https://pgwrk-websitemedia.s3.eu-west-

1.amazonaws.com/production/pwk-web-encj2017 

p/ENCJ%20Report%20Public%20Confidence%20and%20the%20Image%20of%20Justice%202018-

2019%20adopted%20GA%207%20June%202019_0.pdf. 
69 CEPEJ(2010)1, Strasbourg 10 September 2010, accessible at  http://www.euromed-justice-

iii.eu/document/coe-2010-cepej-gt-qual-handbook-conducting-satisfaction-surveys-aimed-court-users-council 
70 See CCJE No. Opinion 1, para. 17.  

https://pgwrk-websitemedia.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/production/pwk-web-encj2017
https://pgwrk-websitemedia.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/production/pwk-web-encj2017
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important for public confidence in the judiciary, the practical experiences of citizens 

observing the judiciary in action and the availability of accurate information 

published by the media about the conduct of individual trials are of decisive 

importance”71.  

139. In addition, according to Opinion No. 18 of the CCJE “it is essential that the 

dialogue between the three powers of the state and between the judiciary and the 

general public, as well as any inspections and investigations that are undertaken, are 

conducted in a climate of mutual respect. These processes must never be used to 

influence a particular judicial decision or to encourage disrespect or disobedience to 

judicial decisions72.  

Recommendations: 

1) Eliminate action 2.4.2 a) for not being necessary as such a methodology has 

already been developed. 

2) Consider referring to the CEPEJ methodology under present action 2.4.2. b). 

  

Strategic direction III.  AN EFFICIENT AND MODERN JUSTICE SECTOR 

3.1. Streamline procedures in the Justice sector 

Expected result: 

1. Improved judicial and enforcement procedures; 

2. Extra judiciary mechanisms for settling categories of cases identified/established; 

Ensured regulatory framework. 

 

3.1.1 Simplify and streamline court procedures 

140. Action 3.1.1. a) (Review criminal proceedings laws in order to simplify/increase 

efficiency of criminal case review at the stage of pre-trial and in court proceedings) 

should be coordinated with the reform on the criminal code and also with other 

actions that provide for the reform of the Criminal Procedure Code (e.g. 2.3.2 , 

amendments of appellate review and cassation). 

141. Action 3.1.1. b) appears to be excessively detailed, describing in what terms the law 

on misdemeanours shall be amended. 

142. When implementing action 3.1.1. d) (Review procedures for enforcing court 

judgments, in order to simplify/increase efficiency and adapted to the object 

specified in the writ of execution), it is extremely important to consider the issue of 

efficient control exercised over the work of bailiffs. This sort of oversight is usually 

the role of the MoJ. An inefficient control risks leading to human rights abuses. 

Moreover this action 3.1.1. d) should be coordinated with the actions provided 

                                                      
 
71 See CCJE No. Opinion 18, para. 27.  
72 See CCJE No. Opinion No. 18 , para. 35-36.  
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under the Direction on Access to Justice and also the amendments to the law 

regulating the profession of bailiffs. 

143. Action 3.1.1. f) might overlap with actions foreseen under Direction 3.2. 

Recommendations: 

1) It is recommended that that the working group includes specialists in human 

rights protection.  

2) Revise the actions as described above, these actions to be coordinated with 

actions envisaged under other strategic objectives. 

 

Objective 3.2. Strengthen methods for alternative dispute settlement 

Expected result: 

Increased number of settled disputes by means of alternative methods 

144. Specific objectives 3.2.1. to 3.2.4 are all aimed at strengthening the institution of 

mediation in all legal areas, (civil, criminal, misdemeanour), by adapting the 

regulatory framework, carrying out analysis and raising awareness campaigns on 

the advantages of the mediation procedures and other alternative dispute resolutions 

mechanisms 

145. In the CoE assessment of the JSRS of December 2017 it was recognised that 

“mediation is introduced by the Civil Procedure Code but it is not properly enforced 

yet, as there are not enough qualified mediators although there are many certified 

mediators. Citizens appear to have low trust in the mediation.”73 Since 2017 the 

situation might have improved, but the actions foreseen in the AP do seem to show 

that there is still need for active support of mediation procedures. 

146. The actions provided under Objective 3.2 are in general relevant, although more 

involvement of the Bar should be ensured. They should take into account the 

numerous CoE Guidelines on mediation, in particular the CEPEJ European Code of 

Conduct for Mediation Providers of 201874 and the European Handbook for 

Mediation Lawmaking75. An area where mediation is especially useful and also 

accepted is in family matters. In this field, the Guidelines for a better 

implementation of the existing recommendation concerning family mediation and 

mediation in civil matters, Strasbourg 7 December 2007 (CEPEJ (2007)14 

(hereafter “The CEPEJ Guidelines”).76 

                                                      
 
73 See para. 18. 
74 The CEPEJ European Code of Conduct for Mediation Providers, adopted at the 31st plenary meeting of the 

CEPEJ, Strasbourg, 3-4 December 2018, CEPEJ(2018)24, accessible at https://rm.coe.int/cepej-2018-24-en-

mediation-development-toolkit-european-code-of-conduc/1680901dc6 
75 European Handbook for Mediation Lawmaking, as adopted at the 32th plenary meeting of the CEPEJ 

Strasbourg, 13 and 14 June 2019, CEPEJ(2019)9, accessible at https://rm.coe.int/cepej-2019-9-en-

handbook/1680951928 

 
76 These Guidelines take also into account the rules set out in the EU Directive 2008/52/EC of the European 

Parliament of the Council of 21 May 2008. 
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147. With regard to compulsory mediation, within the process of taking decisions about 

compulsory mediation it is important to consider several issues. Firstly, it is 

essential that compulsory mediation should not hinder the access of citizens to 

justice. Secondly, the types of cases considered suitable for compulsory mediation 

must be clearly defined. These usually include family cases with the exception of 

cases for domestic violence, consumer disputes, and low-value disputes). Another 

crucial issue which should be considered is the funding of any compulsory 

mediation –the best option is if it is funded by the state budget.  

148. In addition, it should be clear whether a network of well-trained mediators exists to 

cover geographically the territory of the entire country, and the institution which 

will exercise control over the work of the mediators and the quality of their 

education and training should be identified. This will most often by the MoJ. 

149.  A decision should be taken about a public register of mediators and a potential need 

for a Chamber of mediators. In this respect it would be good to consult the practice 

of CEPEJ on mediation, especially its report of “The Impact of CEPEJ Guidelines 

on Civil, Family, Penal and Administrative Mediation”77. 

Recommendations: 

1) Action 3.2.1 b) should refer to the strengthening of mediation in all family 

matters, and in particular cases involving children. 

2) The output indicators, as mentioned already, should not be satisfied with 

“analysis carried out”. Such outputs do not lead to effective changes, which is what 

is aimed at in the implementation of an AP. 3) Involve the Bar in the list of 

responsible institutions. 

4) Consider introducing, if not a mandatory mediation procedure as a pre-requisite 

to access to court, then a mandatory information session for the parties. 

  

Objective 3.3. Modernization of the justice sector through the provision of electronic 

systems and modern equipment and their interoperability 

Expected result: 

1. The Judicial Information System with improved functionalities implemented in all 

courts; 

2. Develop/facilitate electronic communications; 

3. Video conference system implemented; 

4. Information systems developed and interconnected; 

5. Ensured cyber security of information managed by the judicial system. 

 

 

Specific Objectives 3.3.1 to 3.3.7.  

                                                      
 
77 See CEPEJ-GT-MED(2017)8 at https://rm.coe.int/report-on-the-impact-of-cepej-guidelines-on-civil-family-

penal-nd-admi/16808c400e. For additional information go to: https://www.coe.int/en/web/cepej/mediation-

tools. 

 

https://rm.coe.int/report-on-the-impact-of-cepej-guidelines-on-civil-family-penal-nd-admi/16808c400e
https://rm.coe.int/report-on-the-impact-of-cepej-guidelines-on-civil-family-penal-nd-admi/16808c400e
https://www.coe.int/en/web/cepej/mediation-tools
https://www.coe.int/en/web/cepej/mediation-tools
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150. As all specific objectives defined under Objective 3.3. are directed towards the 

implementation of e-justice in the different areas of the law and with regard to 

different proceedings, as well as to develop the IT tools for making possible the 

digital transition, it is not necessary to refer separately to each of the specific 

objectives and actions. 

151. E-justice is an excellent option for making courts more accessible, faster and 

transparent in their work, provided all the necessary safeguards are in place, as well 

as the technical capacities needed both on the part of the authorities and institutions 

and on the part of the public. In the course of the development of E-justice it would 

be useful to follow the experience of other CoE members states, and in particular 

the CEPEJ Guidelines On how to drive change towards cyber-justice7.78  

152. In order to implement an E-justice system successfully, it is essential to be aware of 

its cost and to secure the necessary funding prior to the launch of the process. E-

justice (with all its E-system applications for the judiciary) is expensive but it can 

be an important priority in the context of the reform of the judiciary. According to 

the CoE standards, each state should allocate relevant resources, facilities and 

equipment to the courts to enable them to function in accordance with the standards 

laid down in ECHR Art. 6 and to enable judges to work efficiently.79 These 

requirements apply equally in respect of the use of E-justice systems and services. 

The use of electronic case management systems and information communication 

technologies should be accepted and promoted by both authorities and judges, and 

their generalised use in courts should be similarly encouraged.80 

153. It is important to involve the SCM at all stages of the process, starting with the 

drafting of the relevant legislation, and to provide the SCM with the opportunity to 

monitor the functioning of the system. This is important because E-justice should 

involve a system for random allocation of cases which should under no 

circumstances be connected with or monitored by the MoJ. It is recommended to 

consider to involve the SCM in the actions envisaged under specific objective  

3.3.3. Implementation of E-case application as the leading responsible institution, 

because otherwise it could be seen as an infringement of the independence of the 

judiciary by the MoJ.  

154. It should also be mentioned that the support of the judges themselves when it comes 

to establishing E-justice is extremely important in order to ensure its successful 

implementation. It could be useful if the MoJ initiates an information campaign 

after the adoption of the relevant legislation to meet as many judges from different 

districts from the country as possible in order to explain this new concept. This is a 

good way of getting important feedback on potential deficiencies of the law (and 

later of the system) and also a chance to deal with possible misunderstandings or 

misinterpretation of the law.   

                                                      
 
78 CEPEJ Guidelines On how to drive change towards cyberjsutice . Stock-taking of tools deployed and 

summary of good practices, as adopted at the 28th meeting of the CEPEJ on 7 December 2016, accessible at 

https://edoc.coe.int/en/efficiency-of-justice/7501-guidelines-on-how-to-drive-change-towards-cyberjustice-

stock-taking-of-tools-deployed-and-summary-of-good-practices.html. 
79 See Recommendation CM/Rec(2010)12, Judges: independence, efficiency and responsibilities, para. 33, 

https://rm.coe.int/16807096c1. 
80  Ibid., para. 37.  

https://rm.coe.int/16807096c1
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155. In addition, E-justice is a multi-step reform and it should be expected to take several 

years before it will be fully integrated and operational. For this reason, the MoJ 

could consider adopting a strategy specifically devoted to E-justice in order to make 

public its vision, to generate support and to draft the concrete steps, measures, 

funding and deadlines of this important reform.  

Recommendations: 

1) Consider the CEPEJ Guidelines in implementing cyber-justice. 

2) Ensure interconnectivity of all systems within the judiciary and not only of law 

enforcement. 

3) Involve the SCM in the actions envisaged under specific objective 3.3.3. as the 

leading responsible institution. 

 

 


